Simple to Complex Transfer Learning for Action Recognition.
Recognizing complex human actions is very challenging, since training a robust learning model requires a large amount of labeled data, which is difficult to acquire. Considering that each complex action is composed of a sequence of simple actions which can be easily obtained from existing data sets, this paper presents a simple to complex action transfer learning model (SCA-TLM) for complex human action recognition. SCA-TLM improves the performance of complex action recognition by leveraging the abundant labeled simple actions. In particular, it optimizes the weight parameters, enabling the complex actions to be learned to be reconstructed by simple actions. The optimal reconstruct coefficients are acquired by minimizing the objective function, and the target weight parameters are then represented as a combination of source weight parameters. The main advantage of the proposed SCA-TLM compared with existing approaches is that we exploit simple actions to recognize complex actions instead of only using complex actions as training samples. To validate the proposed SCA-TLM, we conduct extensive experiments on two well-known complex action data sets: 1) Olympic Sports data set and 2) UCF50 data set. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed SCA-TLM for complex action recognition.